Evaluation of shoulder internal rotator muscle strength in baseball players with physical signs of glenohumeral joint instability
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Objectives: To identify whether subjects with glenohumeral translational instability present with a strength deficit in their internal rotator musculature, and therefore to determine if general strengthening exercises are warranted for the management of this condition.

Methods: Eighteen male baseball players were allocated to two groups on the basis of expert clinical evaluation of the presence (n = 8) or absence (n = 10) of shoulder translational instability. A strain gauge was used to calculate the force generated during maximal isometric internal rotation contractions in neutral shoulder rotation and 30° of internal rotation.

Results: The Mann-Whitney test identified no significant difference in force production during the maximum contractions in neutral rotation between the two subject groups. In the position of 30° shoulder internal rotation, subjects with glenohumeral translational instability produced significantly greater force than the control group (p<0.05).

Conclusions: High load strength testing cannot be used as a diagnostic tool to identify people with glenohumeral instability. Similarly, heavy resistance strengthening exercises for the internal rotator musculature are not warranted during rehabilitation.

Shoulder instability is a significant problem for many athletes. Therefore the development of effective conservative management is essential. There seems, however, to be no consensus on the most appropriate form of exercise management during rehabilitation of shoulder instability.

On the basis of muscle deficits considered to occur in shoulder instability, two types of formal exercise programmes have been used to improve stability of the shoulder joint. These two types of exercise are focused on two different functional muscle groups. Muscles can be defined as "local" or "global" according to their functional roles. Local muscles include the vastus medialis obliquus of the knee, the transversus abdominis and multifidus of the lumbar spine, and, in the case of the glenohumeral joint, the rotator cuff. These muscles are associated with joint stability. The local rotator cuff muscles are recruited during a presetting phase before shoulder movement to enhance stability of the glenohumeral joint. The larger global muscles, such as latissimus dorsi and pectoralis major of the shoulder, are characterised by originating a considerable distance from the underlying joints. This, combined with the fact that these muscles are usually composed of long fibres, renders them less capable of providing stability to the joints that they influence.

General strengthening exercises are commonly prescribed for rehabilitation. These exercises involve higher resistance training and thus recruit all the muscle synergists—that is, both the local and global muscles. For example, strengthening the internal rotators of the shoulder would recruit all muscles that can contribute to internal rotation: subscapularis, teres major, pectoralis major/minor, and latissimus dorsi. Another type of exercise programme has been designed to focus on the dynamic stabilisers.

These exercises aim to improve control of the deep rotator cuff muscles in their role as stabilisers of the glenohumeral joint—for example, subscapularis and teres major during internal rotation. General strengthening exercises are not recommended in this exercise approach, as it is considered that the large global muscles become overactive, presumably to compensate for dysfunction in the deep muscles. General strengthening exercises would probably exacerbate this dysfunction.

As the two exercise approaches used to treat joint dysfunction are opposite with regard to strength training, a study was designed in the first instance to assess if subjects with glenohumeral translational instability present with a strength deficit. Baseball players were chosen because the incidence of shoulder pathologies is high in this population. It was important to choose subjects who had translational instability but no pain so that this variable could be eliminated. Internal rotation was selected because a strong and effective concentric contraction of the shoulder internal rotator muscles is required during throwing.

To identify whether subjects with glenohumeral translational instability present with a strength deficit in their internal rotator musculature, the average force produced during maximum voluntary contractions of isometric shoulder internal rotation in both neutral rotation and 30° of internal rotation was compared between subjects with glenohumeral translational instability and normal matched controls.

METHODS

Subjects
Eighteen male baseball players, aged between 17 and 32 years, participated. Subjects were allocated to two groups based on expert clinical evaluation of shoulder translational instability in the dominant arm. A physiotherapist, skilled in assessing shoulder stability, performed the anterior draw test on subjects during the initial recruitment session in order to assign them to a group. All subjects were chosen to closely represent each other in terms of age, weight, and height.

Subjects with shoulder translational instability (n = 8) were aged between 18 and 32 years (mean (SD) 25.7 (4.9)). Shoulder translational instability was defined as an anterior draw test range greater in the dominant arm than the non-dominant arm, in association with a different "end feel" and greater shoulder external rotation. This increased range...
is considered to signify greater range in the anterior glenohumeral capsule compared with the non-dominant side. Subjects were still playing competitive baseball, were not limited in their physical capacity, and did not complain of any pain in the shoulder region at the time of testing.

Subjects in the control group (n = 10) were aged between 17 and 29 years (mean (SD) 20.8 (3.5)). To be included in this group, subjects had to demonstrate an equal anterior draw test range and normal “end feel” in their dominant and non-dominant arm. To participate in this study, all subjects had to have at least 90° of shoulder abduction and 30° of internal rotation. Exclusion criteria were (a) history of glenohumeral dislocation on the dominant side, (b) pain in the dominant shoulder, cervical spine, or thoracic spine at the time of testing, or (c) any previous shoulder or elbow surgery or previous fracture in the shoulder area on the dominant side.

Written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers, and ethical approval for the study was granted by the medical research ethics committee of the University of Queensland.

Instrumentation and measurements
A strain gauge was used to calculate the force generated by the shoulder internal rotator muscles during maximal isometric internal rotation contractions. With the subject positioned prone, the strain gauge was securely attached to a strap fastened on the subject’s forearm (Fig 1). The chain was attached to the frame so that it formed a right angle with the forearm. The position of the wrist strap was standardised by positioning the proximal edge of the strap 15 cm distal to the olecranon process. An AMLAB data acquisition system was used to collect the force data. The data collection software was designed to display the maximum force generated at the completion of each maximum contraction.

The force generated during maximum isometric shoulder internal rotation contractions was measured in two test positions, 0° and 30° of shoulder internal rotation, to represent two ranges of muscle length during the strength test. Both test positions required the subject to lie prone with their shoulder at 90° of abduction as in the standard muscle test for the internal rotators.4 A goniometer was used to determine the position of 30° of shoulder internal rotation. The fulcrum of the goniometer was positioned over the olecranon process with the stationary arm of the goniometer perpendicular to the floor. The ulnar styloid process was then used as a reference point to align the movable arm.14

Visual analogue scales were used to monitor pain levels during the contractions, and, if a subject recorded pain greater than a scale of 1 throughout the testing, the results were not included. No subjects recorded pain during the testing procedures.

Experimental procedure
The testing environment was optimum to increase the subject’s ability to produce maximum contractions. This included an air conditioned room with minimal distractions. Subjects were positioned on a plinth in the prone position as in the standard internal rotation muscle test14 (Fig 1). Passive shoulder internal rotation was used to indicate the direction of pull required by the subjects. The strain gauge was then attached to the subject’s forearm by a chain. To avoid glenohumeral adduction during the testing procedure, the humerus was stabilised using a sling attached to a grid in front.

Once comfortably positioned, the subject practised an isometric shoulder internal rotation contraction, and corrections of the subject’s performance were made as necessary. Subjects then received verbal encouragement while performing two maximum voluntary isometric internal rotation contractions in the neutral rotation position with the dominant arm. The subject’s shoulder was then repositioned in 30° of internal rotation using a goniometer. The bed height and position of the strain gauge was adjusted to ensure that a 90° angle was maintained between the strain gauge and forearm. A further two maximum isometric internal rotation contractions were performed. Each contraction was sustained for five seconds. An interval of five minutes was allowed between each repetition. The highest value of force recorded over the two maximum contractions became the maximum voluntary contraction for each test position.

Data management
The Mann-Whitney test was used to identify whether significant differences existed between the two subject groups for the maximum force produced in each test position. The Mann-Whitney test was also used to assess any difference in the amount of force produced between the two test positions. p<0.05 was considered significant.
RESULTS

Table 1 gives the basic details of the subjects studied.

No significant difference was found between the amount of force produced during the maximum contraction in the neutral rotation position for the two subject groups. In the position of 30° shoulder internal rotation, subjects with glenohumeral translational instability showed significantly greater force than the control group (p<0.05) (table 2).

Significantly greater force was produced in the neutral joint position than at 30° internal rotation. This difference was identified for both subject groups (table 3).

DISCUSSION

The results indicate that subjects with glenohumeral translational instability do not have an isometric strength deficit in their internal rotator musculature. Subjects with glenohumeral translational instability showed equal strength to controls in the neutral rotation position, and, when tested in 30° of shoulder internal rotation, they showed greater force output than the controls. The results must be interpreted with caution, however, because the validity and repeatability of the anterior draw test to differentiate between subjects with and without glenohumeral translational instability was not examined in this study.

These results support previous findings of studies of the lumbar and cervical spine which showed that, in the presence of joint dysfunction, there is not necessarily a loss of strength. There is evidence from these musculoskeletal conditions that muscle dysfunction occurs in the deep muscles. In relation to the glenohumeral joint, it has been hypothesised that deficits probably occur in the deep rotator cuff muscles and not the larger muscles such as the pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi. Therefore, the results of this study, as well as findings from previous research on other joints, suggest that strengthening exercises using high resistance may not be the optimal exercise regimen for joint instability.

Future research on shoulder translational instability should concentrate on investigating the presence of dysfunction in the deep rotator cuff of the shoulder and assessing the nature of the dysfunction. Once this has been established, therapeu-

Table 3 Results of the Mann-Whitney test for differences in the amount of force produced in neutral shoulder rotation and 30° of shoulder internal rotation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject group</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>0.0023*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translational instability</td>
<td>0.0330*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant result.
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Take home message

- Strength testing cannot be used as a diagnostic tool to identify people with glenohumeral translational instability.
- Strengthening exercises using high resistance may not be the optimal exercise regimen for joint instability.
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